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Athens, September 4, 2006

To: Editorial staff, *BMC Health Services Research*

Re: Revision of manuscript MS: 1165076523105626 - An analysis of patient house calls in the area of Attica, Greece

Dear editorial staff,

We revised our manuscript according to the editorial suggestions. Specifically:

Formatting changes requested

Qualifications - Please remove the authors' qualifications (e.g. PhD / MD) from the submissions system.
**Done**

Affiliations - Each affiliation should be written in full, in the following format: department, institute, city, and country.
We would prefer to write affiliations # 1 and 2 as they are.
**Done**

Introduction - Please rename this section 'Background'.
**Done**

Website addresses - Please cite website addresses in the reference list and remove them from the manuscript text. Cite them using the following format: Website title [http://www.website.com].
**Done (reference # 17 added)**

References - The reference list should contain all authors' names, if there are 30 or below. The term 'et al.' should not be used.
**Done**

Thank you for accepting our paper for publication. Please do not hesitate to communicate with me if you have any questions.

Sincerely,

Matthew E. Falagas, MD, MSc
Adjunct Associate Professor of Medicine, Tufts University School of Medicine, Boston, Massachusetts
Director, Alfa Institute of Biomedical Sciences, Athens, Greece
Director, Infectious Diseases Clinic, "Henry Dunant" Hospital, Athens, Greece